Abstract: SRC is a vital target in a series of biological process associated with tumor growth and development, including proliferation, neovascularization and metastasis. It is well known that virtual screening has become an integral part of the drug discovery process. Therefore, it is of great significant to identify novel SRC inhibitors by structure-based virtual screening. In this study, we carried out virtual screening and molecular dynamics simulations to identify SRC inhibitors from Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved small molecule drugs. We finally identified that ZINC13831150may serveasa potential ''new use'' agent targeting SRC. Together, our findings may suggest that our discovered small molecules could be effective SRC inhibitor candidates for further study.
INTRODUCTION
Protein kinases orchestrate the activation of signaling cascades in response to extra-and intracellular stimuli for the regulation of the cell growth, proliferation. Accumulating evidence has indicated that dysregulation and mutations of protein kinases are linked to various types of human diseases, particularly cancers (Shi et al., 2014) .
SRC, the first proto-oncogene identified from the human genome, has been the subject of intense investigation for decades. The SRC protein is one of the he SRC kinase domain consists of the characteristic bilobed protein kinase architecture. Residues 267-337 make up the small amino-terminal lobe of kinase; residues 341-520 make up the large carboxyl-terminal lobe (Tatosyan and Mizenina, 2000) . Moreover, SRC interacts with several importantreceptor Tyrosine Kinases (RTKs), such as Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR), Platelet-Derived Growth Factor Receptor (PDGFR), Insulin-Like Growth Factor-1 Receptor (IGF-1R), etc (Parsons and Parsons, 2004) . The relationship of SRC and transmembrane RTKs is complex, bidirectional process. When the RTKs are activated, several intracellular proteins are significant for signal propagation to the nucleus and SRC is one of these vital protein mediators (Puls et al., 2011) .
Of note, SRC family kinases are overexpressed and/or aberrantly activated in a variety of human cancers, such as colon, breast, pancreatic, bladder, head and neck, ovarian and brain (Sen and Johnson, 2011) . With the wealth of literature supporting the role of SRC in tumor progression, invasion and metastasis, efforts have been under way in developing inhibitors of this non-RTK (Summy et al., 2005) . Previous studies have identified that SRC play the vital role in cancer and several agents targeting SRC are in pre-clinical and clinicaltrials. Currently, the development of novel SRC family kinase inhibitors has attracted increasing attention in scientific community (Kim et al., 2009) .
Virtual screening takes advantage of fast algorithms to filter chemical space and successfully selectpotential drug candidates. More recently, significant advances in structure-based virtual screening has contributed to the development of a new generation of small molecule kinase inhibitors (Lavecchia and Di Giovanni, 2013) . To our knowledge, a number of small molecule kinase inhibitors were identified, including ALK inhibitors, CDKs inhibitors, EGFR inhibitors (Puls et al., 2011; Okamoto et al., 2011) . Since numerous studies have benefited a lot from discovery of various small molecule inhibitors by virtual screening, we thought that a high-throughput discovery tools approach would be considered to be the most promising methods in the quest for effective new small molecule kinase inhibitors.
In the current study, according to the idea "new uses for old drugs", virtual screening was proposed to identify novel SRC inhibitors from FAD approved small molecule drugs and five potential drugs were chosen according to their amber scores. Additionally, molecular dynamics simulations were further used to investigate the affinities and stabilities of SRC with above-described small molecule drugs. Moreover, we further predicted several micro RNAs which could potential target and regulated the expression of SRC. In summary, our results may provide new insights for identification of new kinase inhibitors which would be an effective promising approach for cancer treatment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virtual screening: The initial three-dimensional geometric co-ordinates of the X-ray crystal structure of SRC (PDB: 1YI6) was downloaded from the Protein Database Bank (PBD) (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/ home. do). Subsequently, we built screening library from Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved small molecule compounds which totally 1408 small molecule drugs were selected to predict novel kinase inhibitors targeting SRC kinase.
The molecular docking calculations were performed using UCSF DOCK 6.4 program with flexible ligand docking method in which the ligand would be allowed to be structurally rearranged in response to the receptor . We carried out flexible-ligand docking to a rigid receptor with gridbased scoring, in which the ligands (small molecule drugs) were allowed to be structurally rearranged in response to these kinases. In order to make the results more accurate, the data were scored twice . In docking processes, maximum number of orientations was set to 500 (Lang et al., 2009 ). Subsequently, amber scoring function in DOCK 6.4 was used to re-rank the top 100 small molecule compounds from the previous grid-based scoring. During the amber score calculation, the PDB2PQR server was utilized to assign the protonation state of PDB files with AMBER forcefield and PROPKA was applied to maintain protonation state at PH = 7.0 (Dolinsky et al., 2004) .
Molecular dynamics simulations:
The GROMACS package (version 4.5) was employed to perform molecular dynamics simulations analysis of the dynamic behavior of SRCcomplexedwithtop5 potential drugs and the protein topology was constructed by pdb2gmx with GROMOS96 43a1 force field while the ligand topology was generated using PRODRG2 server (Van Der Spoel et al., 2005; Schuttelkopf and van Aalten, 2004) . With a 1.0 solute-wall minimum distance, we defined the unit cell as cubic box and filled it with Single Point Charge (SPC) water molecules. The systems were solvated by TI3P water molecules. Na + and Cl -were subsequently added to simulate a physiological NaCl concentration of 0.15 M in order to make the system neutral. Following a steepest descent energy minimization with Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) at every step, Src-ligand complexes were equilibrated 100ps under constant volume (NVT) and constant pressure (NPT) condition, respectively, during which position restraints were simultaneously applied to Src and ligands. In NVT equilibration, the temperature was maintained at 300K by the Berendsen weak coupling method.In addition, under NPT equilibration, the temperature was controlled by the Berendsen weak coupling method and the pressure was maintained at 1 bar by Parrinello-Rahmanbarostat method (Wang et al., 2015) . Upon completion of the two equilibration phases, production MD simulations were conducted for 1ns after taking away the position restraints. In this data collection phase, the temperature and pressure were maintained by the same methods as in NPT phase and the coordinates were saved every 0.2 ps. For all simulations, LINCS algorithm was applied to constrain all bonds (Bussi et al., 2007) . The resulting trajectory files were viewed and analyzed using UCSF Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
FDA-approved drugs bind with SRC protein by virtual screening: In order to study the ligand-protein interactions, we finally collected 10 ligands and docked them to Srckinase domain. The results were shown in Table 1 . The amber scores of these 10 ligands in complex with SRC ranged from -28.764275 to-47.19648. Subsequently, top5 docking results were chosen for the further molecular dynamics simulations analysis.
Molecular dynamics simulations:
To verify whether the binding between top5 potential small molecule drugsandSrc could maintain stable, we performed a molecular dynamics simulations via the protocol described above, which indicated that the time-evolving First, we used the Root-Mean-Square Deviation (RMSD) of the atomic positions to examine conformational variations of Srccomplexes for 5ns. The overall conformational evolution of the Src-inhibitor complexes during the room-temperature simulation was analyzed. Src-ZINC12402582, Src-ZINC13831150, Src-ZINC19796082, Src-ZINC19418959showeda similarlyfluctuation during the whole simulation (shown in Fig. 1 ). While the SRC-ZINC19364228 system exhibited maximum deviation. Generally speaking, all the complexes could reach equilibrium at ~3ns.
A detailed analysis of the Root-Mean-Square Fluctuation (RMSF) versus the residue number in the complex is illustrated in Fig. 2 . As seen from Fig. 2 , the region around Glu280, Ala293, Lys321, Glu331, Lys356-Val394, Ser443 and Leu494 showed minimum RMS fluctuation value of about 0.05 Å. In addition to the N-and C-terminal residues, the regions aroundGly274, Ser303, Glu331, Glu353, Gly421 and Asn468 showed the biggest dynamic fluctuations. In Fig. 3 : Secondary structural variations of Src-drug complexes during molecular dynamics simulations addition, the Src-ZINC19418959 system had a remarkably higher peak than other systems at the Gly421 residue.
Moreover, the secondary structure could also depict the stability of such a system. Figure 3 indicates that the residues around 300 of Src-ZINC19796082 system changed from A-Helix to 3-helix at ~0.6ns, then mainly stayed at A-Helix at ~1.6ns. While the other systems remain relatively stable. The residues 400-420 of the five systems changed similarly which in accordance with Fig. 2 . However, the binding domains which can form a tunnel-like hydrophobic cavity are relatively stable during MD simulations. No water molecules are observed within the hydrophobic cavity throughout the whole simulations.
Finally, we calculated the binding energy and interaction energy. Figure 4 showed that the energy of the five systems could achieve equilibrium at last. Considering the average energy in Table 2 , SRC-ZINC13831150 system exhibited the lowest interaction energy of -312.498, indicating ZINC13831150 could bind with SRC in a more stable state than other four compounds. According to the above results and analysis, we propose ZINC13831150 as the most promising lead compound targeting SRC (Fig. 5) .
It is known to all that protein kinase inhibitors have made a substantial beneficial impact on the therapeutic care of cancer patients. Additionally, among varieties of computational drug repositioning methods, molecular docking screening has been widely used to date. As the oldest known proto-oncogene, SRC has been extensively studied and is involved in numerous intracellular processes that are important in cancer growth, progression, motility, invasion and metastasis (Finn, 2008) . A number of recent studies have shown that activation of SRC family kinases leads to tumor progression and metastasis by increasing cellular migration and invasion, promoting cellgrowth and survival and deregulating expression of proangiogenic molecules. Due to the positive correlation between the development of cancer and the upregulation of SRC activity, SRC is emerging is a promising target for anticancer therapy. Hitherto, there are several small molecule inhibitors for SRC kinase that are undergoing clinical trials, such as the ATP-binding competitive inhibitors dasatinib, bosutinib, saracatinib (Summy and Gallick, 2006; Kopetz et al., 2007; Rothschild et al., 2010) . Moreover, it is reported that novel SRCkinase inhibitor, AP23846 was described (Summy et al., 2005) . It showed excellent potency for inhibition of SRC kinase and selectivity relative to several other oncogenic protein kinases.
In the current study, according to the idea "new uses for old drugs", we virtually screened 10 promising potential inhibitors based upon molecular docking to predict valuable drugs that could potentially act on SRC. Subsequently, we tried to look into their binding modes through molecular dynamics simulations. The RMSD of top5 complexes could reach equilibrium, indicating the complexes were relatively stable. The RMSF results demonstrated that regions which participated in the interaction had a small fluctuation. The secondary structure of SRC in 5 complexes exhibited the variations of protein upon binding potential inhibitors. Finally, the energy calculation of interaction energy showed that ZINC13831150 may serve as a most promising lead compound. In summary, these findings may not only serve as a paradigm for the repositioning of existing approved drugs, but also instill new vitality to SRC-targeted cancer therapeutics.
